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Abstract. The emerging Cloud-Enabled Internet of Things (CEIoT)
is becoming increasingly popular since it enables end users to remotely
interact with the connected devices, which collect real-world data and
share with diverse cloud services. The shared data will often be sensitive
as well as private. According to the General Data Protection Regula-
tion (GDPR), the privacy issue should be addressed by the cloud ser-
vices and subsequent data custodians. In this paper, we propose DUCE,
an enforcement model for distributed usage control for data sharing in
CEIoT. DUCE leverages both blockchain and Trusted Execution Envi-
ronment (TEE) technologies to achieve reliable and continuous life-cycle
enforcement for cross-domain data sharing scenarios. The core compo-
nents of DUCE are distributed Policy Decision Points (PDPs) and Policy
Enforcement Points (PEPs) to enable reliable execution of usage control
policies without a centralized trusted authority. Policy administration
is also distributed and controlled by the data owner, who can modify
the rules anywhere anytime. The policy rules expressed in eXtensible
Access Control Markup Language (XACML) are parsed into smart con-
tracts to be executed on the blockchain service. A detailed explanation of
the enforcement process is given for an example “delete-after-use” rule.
A prototype system is implemented with an open-source permissioned
blockchain system and evaluated on an experimental deployment. The
results show reasonable performance and scalability overhead in com-
parison to OAuth 2.0. We believe additional cross-domain data usage
control issues can also be addressed by DUCE.

Keywords: Cloud-Enabled Internet of Things · Privacy · Usage Control
· Blockchain · Trusted Execution Environment.

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) extends the boundary of the familiar Internet by
incorporating smart physical objects (things) embedded with sensors, actuators,
software and communications hardware, for the purpose of connecting and ex-
changing data with other devices and systems. The continuing convergence of
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cloud computing and IoT has brought about the concept of Cloud-Enabled In-
ternet of Things (CEIoT) [4–6, 8] which is a new computing paradigm bringing
together the complementary advantages of cloud computing and IoT. In this
paradigm, a cloud computing service is used to provide convenient access to on-
line applications and services, and a IoT service is used to enable sensing and
control of the physical world, through which increasingly comprehensive data
interactions facilitate “smarter” applications for end users.

Applications of CEIoT span a diverse set of consumer, industrial and profes-
sional scenarios. Data about healthcare collected and stored in a secure manner
can be shared, to provide remote sensing detection services for elderly health-
care [22], to provide patients some facilities through telehealth [2], to promote
medical research [9], etc. Contaminated water detected can be shared to prevent
users and crops from outbreak of diseases [10, 21]. As for transportation, smart
parking service data can be shared and driving habits monitored to provide ve-
hicle owners services such as warranty and insurance discounts for safe driving
[12, 13]. The proliferation of data sharing in CEIoT is an emerging trend with
great potential and may even become the future of the Internet [11, 28].

CEIoT presents significant privacy concerns especially in consumer-oriented
applications [1, 16, 26]. Most shared data collected by user devices is sensitive
and private. Despite the fact that access control mechanisms can be used to
prevent the data from leakage during an access, the data shared to an external
application is not subject to this restriction. Furthermore, the behaviors of the
external application cannot be monitored or controlled once the data is shared,
whereby the usage of the data may violate articles such as “Rights to erasure”
in General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Thus appropriate privacy pre-
serving mechanisms need to be developed to mitigate this risk and realize the
true potential of such data sharing. In this paper, we propose a distributed us-
age control enforcement model, namely DUCE, to address the aforementioned
privacy concerns in CEIoT.

The key contributions of this work are as follows. (i) A DUCE design overview
is given with the system components including the distributed PDPs and PEPs.
DUCE leverages permissioned blockchain technology to build a trusted relation-
ship between data-sharing parties, whereby the rules and enforcement records
are tamper-proof and visible to users. A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE)
is used to ensure that the enforcement process of the rules and the usage of user
data are trustworthy and controllable by users. (ii) The policy administration
model of DUCE is also provided with a policy example of “delete-after-use” in
XACML and the policy translation algorithm into Solidity language for smart
contracts. (iii) A prototype system is implemented and deployed along with an
OAuth 2.0 benchmark system. The end-to-end delay and throughput are evalu-
ated and analyzed to demonstrate the viability of DUCE.

Organization. Section 2 reviews essential technical concepts. Section 3 provides
a typical user scenario, the problem statement and the design goals. DUCE is
developed in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the experiment results. Related work
is summarized in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Background

Usage Control (UCON). Traditional access control models [27] deal with
authorization as sole basis for access decisions and typically focus only on server-
side controls. The UCON model, namely UCONABC [24], enables mutability of
subject and object attributes, as well as continuity of control on usage of digital
resource, and focuses on both server-side and client-side controls. The basic
access control decision in any access control model can be represented as a triple
(s, o, r, c), in which s denotes the subject S exercising a right r for object O
under conditions c. UCON comprises eight core components, as shown in Fig. 1
to resolve this question. There are three functional predicates that have to be
evaluated for usage decisions. The authorizations denote specific rights that a
subject may exercise, the obligations denote actions the subject must perform
and the conditions denote criteria influenced only by system-wide conditions.
Cloud-Enabled Internet of Things (CEIoT) is a basic IoT three layers
architecture [5, 6]. Perception layer includes devices that can perceive and col-
lect data. Middle layer, in which components have functions to transfer data,
communication and provide data services. Application layer provides diverse ap-
plications to meet the needs of the society and users. IoT devices are typically
resource-constrained while close to real data, while cloud computing can pro-
vide elastic scalable storage, computing, and analysis. Therefore, the current
emerging and widely used architecture called CEIoT integrates the IoT and the
cloud, wherein cloud service providers (CSPs) expand services and applications
via Internet on the existing foundation based on the above basic IoT.
Distributed Ledger Technology (Blockchain) is a technology [18, 19] link-
ing records expressed as blocks on a chain through cryptography, initially de-
ployed to address the double-spending and currency generation problems of the
Bitcoin cryptocurrency [20]. Each block contains a cryptographic hash of the pre-
vious block, a timestamp, and transaction data usually expressed as a Merkel
Tree. For use as a distributed ledger, nodes in a blockchain system are usu-
ally managed by a peer-to-peer network, and encouraged to follow protocols
for communicating and validating new blocks by incentives. As a decentralized
infrastructure and distributed computing paradigm with the characteristics of
tamperproof, traceability, and joint maintenance by multiple parties, blockchain
has considerable promise for the construction of future IoT systems. As an au-
tonomous application program running in the isolated virtual machine on a
blockchain system, the smart contract provides a novel mechanism that can au-
tonomously manage and implement interaction-rules between related parties.

3 Problem Statement and Design Goals

Problem Statement. In this paper, we address data sharing in CEIoT [23]. We
assume a typical data usage scenario, as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose Alice acquires
a wristband to collect the family’s health data, such as heartbeat, exercise and
sleep. Alice desires that the device platform of this wristband, can share her data
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Fig. 1. UCON policy model [24]
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Fig. 2. A private data-sharing scenario

with an application platform, such as a professional health institute, with her
authorization. So Alice can obtain a health report after the data is processed by
the institute. Presumably, some sensitive and private data is included in her data
collection. As per article 17 of GDPR, users’ have the right to have their data to
be forgotten, i.e. “Rights to erasure”. Thereby, Alice expects that the institute
can delete the data immediately after use, as well as not doing anything against
her will during the usage, e.g., copying without her authorization or sharing
to others directly in the current system. We note that any solution to such
requirements must impose some perimeter restriction whereby all processing of
the data takes place within this perimeter. In particular, so-called analog hole
operations such as taking photos of display screens or manually copying data
are beyond the scope of purely technical solutions.

To satisfy Alice’s expectations, the wristband uploads data sporadically to its
platform, viz. Devices Platform. Subsequently, a health report request is initiated
by Alice via the application button on her smart phone, and the action triggers
a professional institute, viz. Applications Platform to send a data request to the
devices platform, in steps a) and b). After receiving a data request, the devices
platform indicates to Alice that authorization is required through a visualized
and unambiguous view in step c). Then, the interface is redirected back to the
application with permissions, as indicated in step d). Successful authorization
by Alice allows the data to be communicated to applications platform by devices
platform in step e). Finally, the data is used to compute a health report which
is delivered to Alice by the applications platform in step f).

Design Goals. In the above scenario, Alice wants a professional analysis report,
which is a task that a devices platform or a general data storage party cannot
fulfill. Thus the data needs to be shared with a third party such as a health
institution. Moreover, Alice wants continued control of data usage wherein a
“delete-after-use” rule is defined. However, in a distributed architecture, once
data is shared, users lose control of the data. Due to mutual untrustworthy
relationship between participants, users cannot be sure whether the applications
platform follows the rules, and the applications platform cannot prove to users
that they did not break the rules and breach privacy.
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Fig. 3. System overview of DUCE, a trusted and distributed enforcement model.

Therefore, to prevent privacy compromises, a trusted relationship should be
established between mutually untrustworthy participants to keep data usage
completely visible and in absolute control of users. This motivation drives our
goals as follows, and inspires us to design a privacy-preserving distributed usage
control enforcement model for data sharing in CEIoT. We recognize the follow-
ing derivative goals. Privacy Preserving requires that the shared user data
and the keys in authorization used to decrypt this data should be protected. In-
tegrity Protection requires that the policy defined by users and enforcement
records should not be tampered with. Traceability requires that violations must
be able to be traced through enforcement records, and are visible to users.

4 The DUCE Model for Cloud-Enabled IoT

In this section, we present an overview of DUCE and its various components,
and develop its enforcement process and an administration model. A system
overview of DUCE is given in Fig. 3. A blockchain service is leveraged to con-
struct a trusted and distributed architecture, in which data-sharing participants
including data stores, data consumers and data owners are orchestrated and
the data usage control rules can be enforced with administration and visibility
by data owners via distributed PDPs and PEPs. Moreover, the policy defined
by data owners is not only an authorized foundation to share data for a data
store, but also a rule constraint for use of data by a data consumer. DUCE con-
nects Data Stores (DSs), Data Consumers (DCs) and Data Owners (DOs) via a
Blockchain Service. The system components of DUCE are discussed below.
Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) is a distributed component coupled with
protected resources (i.e. the user data stored in a data store), which can inter-
cept usage requests initiated by accessing subjects to trigger a decision through
assessing the access request via available attributes, and finally enforce the result
returned by an allow or deny decision. In DUCE, the PEP is a distributed engine
used to enforce usage requests and perform specific decisions for user data. Ad-
ditionally, the PEPs incorporate a Context Handler (CH) which plays the role
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of coordinator in an entire usage policy decision-making process and manages
workflow by interacting with all other components.

distributed Policy Decision Point (dPDP) is an adjudicator who makes
decisions including allow or deny. It returns the decision to PEPs after the pa-
rameters including policy, usage requests, and current available attributes are
evaluated. It is an essential aspect of DUCE.

Policy Administration Point (PAP) is a component responsible for man-
agement, storage and retrieval service during the evaluation process of usage
requests. Meanwhile, PAP can also help decision-makers to define and modify
policy, or perform other more complex and related policy management actions.

Attribute Manager (AM) is a component in charge of managing usage, re-
trieval and update of subject, object and environmental attributes. In DUCE,
subject attributes mainly refer to general, authorization, obligation and condi-
tion attributes. The object attributes mainly refer to attributes, such as times
to use and unique identifiers. The environmental attributes mainly refer to at-
tribute values that are only effected by administrative operations in systems.
AMs are not confined to an authorization service, but can be extended to local
services, cloud services, or other services in different management domains.

Policy Information Point (PIP) is an interactive interface between diver-
sified AMs, which provides attribute retrieval and update services, whereas at-
tribute sets required for evaluation are collected by different AMs and protocols.

Data Owner (DO) provides PAP and ownership service to IoT devices and
user data. DO is responsible for administrating usage policy and can control the
entire enforcement by interacting with context handlers in PEPs.

Data Store (DS) provides a hosting service for user data. As a PEP, the data
store translates the policy defined by a data owner into a form that can be
evaluated by dPDPs, and then determines whether to call the PIP to perform
data-sharing based on the distributed evaluation results. Whether or not the data
is shared, the data store needs to send a notification to the user through CH.
Formally, DS=<CH,PEP,dPDP,PIP,AMs,Data>, where the Data denotes an ob-
ject. More precisely, we denote CH in DS as CHDS, thus CHDS=<Hpol,Hoat,Hobj ,
Hnot>, where Hpol receives policy defined in XACML from DO, and translates
policy into a form that can be evaluated in a dPDP. Hoat updates object at-
tributes. Hobj handles user data, and Hnot sends notifications to data owners.

Data Consumer (DC) is a data consumer who enforces data applications ser-
vices according to policies defined by DO. If a usage request is allowed, DC re-
ceives user data and keys through CH. After a data-sharing process is completed,
a notification is sent to the data owner through CH. Formally, DC=<CH,PEP,d-
PDP,PIP,AMs,TA,Application>, where the Application denotes a subject, viz.
data requester, and also performs computing functions by using the data from
the TA that excluding sensitive information, then returns a result showing on
the smart phone of DO. More precisely, we denote CH in DC as CHDC, thus
CHDC=<Hpol,Hsat,Hsub,Hnot>, where Hpol receives policy and enforce a dis-
tributed evaluation directly through the dPDP. Hsat updates subject attributes.
Hsub sends data requests, and Hnot sends notifications to data owners.
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Trusted Agent (TA) is an agent of a TEE belonging to DC, which interacts
with an external untrusted environment. In a data-sharing process, the user
data received through sharing actions is stored by PIP, and the key is directly
delivered to TA for storage in the TEE. It is worth noting that the entire process
of providing specific application services and distributed policy evaluation is
completed in TEE, and interactions required with the external environment also
is completed by TA. If a violation occurs in distributed evaluation processes, CH
or TA is triggered to send alerts and notifications to the DO.

Blockchain Service is a service provided by blockchain technology to build a
trust relationship among DO, DS, and DC, in charge of providing distributed
services including policy decision, policy enforcement, and policy administration.

Next, we illustrate the enforcement process of DUCE as follows.

Initialization Phase refers to an initial preparation of DUCE, including ser-
vice, communication, and data preparation. First of all, the distributed policy-
decision services, i.e., nodes of a permissioned blockchain, and the enforcement
environments need to be prepared by DS and DC. Then, the communication
ability namely CH with data owners need to be prepared in DS and DC, such as
P2P network or an internal protocol of DS or DC. Next, a TEE needs to be pro-
vided in DC, in which TA can interact with DS and DO. Finally, the user data
uploaded by devices should be prepared and retrievable in DS. In this paper, to
protect user privacy, we default that the device data is encrypted for storage in
DS and can only be decrypted with an authorization of data owners.

Enforcement Phase is divided into the following four segments.

Authorization. After the initialization is completed, the application service
that DO wants triggers DC to initiate a data request to DS in step 1. After
the request is received, CH retrieves relevant information of authorization on
blockchain by executing smart contracts in step 2. There is no authorization
information related to this DC since it is in initial status. We assume that au-
thorization in DUCE is instant, i.e. permission will be automatically revoked
if the relevant operation is not performed within a limited time, so DC should
request authorization every time before an access. Then, DS initiates an autho-
rization request through CH to ask DO for authorizations. After receiving the
request through a smart phone, the user authorizes with a defined policy, namely
rule in 3. The policy is received and translated into a smart contract, and issued
on blockchain by CH in 4. Simultaneously, CH knows the authorization through
synchronization in 5.

Operation. The policy-related information on blockchain, <subject,object,
right> is used to make a decision to access DC to data by dPDPs. The data is
shared to DC by DS through the CH in 6. After receiving the data, DC performs
related operations by TA in TEE in 9. The relevant records of operations in 7
are uploaded to blockchain for storage and evaluation subsequently in 8 by CH.

Evaluation. The records stored in an Operation are analyzed by executing
smart contracts, either make a decision to update the subject, object, and envi-
ronmental attributes by dPDPs via CH in 8 or enforce a revocation.
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4.4 Administrating The Enforcement Model

We use DUCE to realize usage control. In particular, we translate the policy so
that we can evaluate the policy by executing smart contracts.

XACML [10] standard is currently the most popular expression policy lan-
guage to express attribute-based access control (ABAC) policy. The core compo-
nents of UCON include subject attributes and object attributes. Therefore, we
use XACML to help data owners to define policy, and an XACML-based UCON
policy is shown in Policy 1.

Policy 1 Usage Control

<Policy PolicyID=“UCONPolicy”>
<Rule Effect=“Permit” RuleID=“usage-data-consumer-rule”>

<Target> <AllOf>
<Match

MatchID=“urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-greater-than”>
<AttributeValue
DataType=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date”>2021-02-08
</AttributeValue>
<AttributeDesignator
AttributeId=“urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:resource:data-collected-date”
Category=“urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:3.0:attribute-category:

user-wristband-data”
DataType=“http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date”
Issuer=“IDDO”
MustDeleteAfterUse=“true”
MustMeetSystemCondition=“true”/>

</Match>
</AllOf> </Target>

</Rule>
</Policy>

In Policy 1, we use “UCONPolicy” to identify the policy. Multiple rules can
be defined in one policy, and the Rule tag is used, which contains the specific
effect “Permit”, and the rule identification namely RuleID. A Rule consists of
multiple Target. Each Target can have different and user-defined scope to rep-
resent a specific subject of data usage, such as, AllOf means all subjects that
meet the following conditions whereas TopOf means the first subject, etc. Fol-
lowing the Target is the Match, which represents a specific object and usage
permission and is identified by MatchID. MatchID indicates an object filter,
such as date-greater-than is a function to retrieval the user data with creation
and updating date met the condition, parameters include tag AttributeValue
and tag AttributeDesignator. AttributeValue defines attribute value used as an
actual parameter, i.e., date greater than 2021-02-08. AttributeDesignator repre-
sents how to single out the specific object, parameters include tag AttributeId

DUCE for IoT 11

Algorithm 2 UCON Policy Translation

1: procedure Translate(xa, sc) . translate a XACML file into a smart contract
2: rule← xa.Rule
3: s← rule.Target
4: res′ ← retrieve(rule.{Category,AttributeID,AttributeV alue, Issuer})
5: while res ∈ res′ do traversed . traverse res to find the data
6: if (res.AttributeValue ∈ rule.MatchID) then
7: o← res.AttributeValue
8: b← rule.MustDeleteAfterUse
9: c← rule.MustMeetSystemCondition

10: r ← rule.Effect . parse xacml file to object successfully
11: sc← constructSC() . begin to construct a smart contract to load object
12: uconManager ← uconManagerContract(rule.Issuer)
13: if (uconManager.AttributeV alue ∈ o) then
14: if (r==“Permit” && b==“ture” && c==“true”) then
15: uconManager.Permit ← “true”
16: else
17: uconManager.Permit ← “false”

18: sc← uconManager

19: return sc . translate XACML file into a smart contract successfully

which refers to attributes of a resource, tag Category which describes the cat-
egory of the resource, tag DataType which refers to the type of resource, tag
Issuer which refers to the maker or authorizer of this rule (viz., data owner),
tag MustDeleteAfterUse which refers to the obligation functional predicate for
an evaluation of “delete-after-use” rule in UCON policy model, and tag Must-
MeetSystemCondition which refers to the condition functional predicate for an
evaluation of usage “in TEE”. In short, the UCON policy is briefly described as
the “Permit” permission is granted to the subject who obeys the two conditions
“delete after use” and “use and delete in TEE” by the data owner (Issuer), the
subject is allowed to use the user data in “user-wristband-data” category and
the date is after “2021-02-08”.

Moreover, we use Blockchain Service to make participants trust each other
in DUCE. Smart contract is a core component that supports trusted and dis-
tributed policy decision-making services of blockchain technology, it ensures
functionality and security of policy through automated execution and evalua-
tion. We translate UCON policy into smart contracts, as shown in Algorithm 2.

In Algorithm 2, firstly, the XACML file is parsed to get the rule rule and the
corresponding authorized subject s. Line 4 shows that the approximate usage
object is located by using the parameter to retrieve, and the result is assigned
to res′. Starting from line 5, by iterating the result returned by the previous
step, the data that meets the conditions are assigned to the object o. Then,
the obligation and condition functional predicate, permission are recorded to
b, c and r. The XACML file is parsed successfully. Starting from line 11, the
function constructSC() is used to construct a smart contract, and a rule manager

Notification. This segment is enforced by CH in PEP and TA. Once the
operation the user follows is completed, or related evaluation is triggered, the
TA or the CH should notify the user regardless of the conditions met in 5.
Definitely, TA should send a notification to users when all the above segments
are completed in 10. Thus to be completely visible and controllable to the user.
Administrating The Enforcement Model. In particular, we translate the
policy so that we can evaluate the policy by executing smart contracts. We use
XACML [3], the most popular expression policy language, to help data owners
to define policy, as shown in Policy 1, “UCONPolicy” is used to identify the
policy, which is briefly described as the “Permit” permission is granted to the
subject who obeys the two conditions “delete after use” and “use and delete in
TEE” by the data owner (Issuer), the subject is allowed to use the user data in
“user-wristband-data” category and the date is after “2021-02-08”.

Moreover, smart contract is a core component that supports trusted and
distributed policy decision-making services of blockchain technology, it ensures
functionality and security of policy through automated execution and evaluation.
We translate the policy into smart contracts, that are issued on Blockchain
Service through CH by DS and waits execution triggers for data usage decision-
making, as shown in Algorithm 2.

5 Performance Evaluation

Implementation. We prototype the DUCE authentication and authorization
service built upon SpringFramework. In particular, we utilize smart contracts
enabled in FISCO BCOS4 to realize Blockchain based authorization in DUCE.
We store the accessToken on the blockchain through the CRUD feature of FISCO
BCOS, and use Solidity to realize the accessToken authentication service. We
replace the authentication service logic of OAuth 2.0 as the DUCE service, which
ensures that the authentication process in DUCE is tamper-proof. A user can
use an acccessToken stored in the blockchain to get authorized.
Experiment Setup. Our prototype is deployed on the Alibaba Cloud Elastic
Compute Service. Also, we use the default OAuth module as a baseline, to im-

4 http://www.fisco-bcos.org
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Fig. 4. Comparison of delay and throughput between DUCE and OAuth 2.0.

plement our OAuth authorization service. We use MySQL database to store the
user identifier information, and the Redis cache mechanism to cache accessTo-
ken to reduce the delay of the OAuth authorization. We also deploy the FISCO
BCOS blockchain service of DUCE on the same cloud server.

Results and Evaluation. Based on the above implementation and setup, we
run the project and define three metrics to evaluate performance.

Delay, the time required for communication messages transmitting from one
network end to another, including transmission, propagation, processing, and
queuing delay. Since the processing and queuing delay are mainly determined by
the communication message size, in DUCE, we focus on the transmission and
propagation delay, namely end-to-end transfer delay.

Throughput, the maximum request number that the system can handle per
unit time, We focus on authorization and authentication throughput in DUCE.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of DUCE, we first use Postman to test the
transfer delay, as shown in Fig. 4 (a). Then, we use JMeter to test the throughput
of DUCE, as shown in Fig. 4 (b).

Discussion. According to the above experimental results, we find that the re-
alization of authentication and authorization by using blockchain services in-
creases the delay and decreases the throughput. In the experiment, the addi-
tional blockchain services requires more time (i.e., 350 ms in the OAuth 2.0
system and 370 ms in the DUCE) to process end-to-end communication than
the OAuth 2.0 system. The choice of OAuth 2.0 may be limited to the experi-
mental configuration, and the throughput performance is around 2400tps/s. In
DUCE, the selection of different blockchain may result in different throughput,
and the throughput reaches about 2000tps/s in FISCO BCOS. Therefore, as the
circumstance that there is a same ratio of the peak throughput (y-axis) to num-
ber of concurrent requests (x-axis) in DUCE and OAuth 2.0, i.e., both are 80%,
the decrease of about 17% (less than 20%) is within the acceptable range. In
other words, we demonstrate that compared to the existing widely used solution
namely OAuth, DUCE does not introduce excessive overhead, while preventing
user privacy from being compromised.
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6 Related Work

Privacy preserving of static data refers to a protection of static storage
data, methods include the access control mechanism, the encrypted storage and
the anonymization of sensitive information. Both academic researchers and in-
dustry cloud service providers, such as Microsoft, Amazon, Google, have de-
ployed CEIoT platforms and novel access control models. Google [11] developed
GCP-IoTAC, a fine-grained access control model based on attribute extensions,
and demonstrated two main use cases which are more privacy-conscious of IoT.
Fernández et al. [9] designed a data collection and data sharing model based on
the DataBank architecture and implemented it on an open-source platform Pri-
vasee. Liu et al. [16] proposed BC-SABE, a blockchain-assisted mechanism with
effective revocation and decryption functions based on attribute-based encryp-
tion. Xu et al. [30] designed the Key Compromise Resilient Signature (KCRS)
system. To protect IoT device data, an authentication framework based on a
decentralized ledger namely DIoTA [29] is proposed. Patil et al. [25] used the
concept of anonymous tokenization to make up for the shortcomings of current
communication technology that cannot protect the anonymity of users.
Privacy preserving of dynamic data refers to prevention of privacy leakage
due to improper data usage during data-sharing transmission and computing,
the main prevention methods include Federated Learning, Homomorphic En-
cryption, and Trusted Execution Environment. In order to balance utility and
privacy, Ramesh et al. [26] proposed a framework namely proxy re-ciphering as
a service that using Fully Homomorphic Encryption and Chameleon Hash to
customize the solution to ensure long-term computing with privacy-preserving
of device data. Federated Learning can be used to train a global machine-
learning model using data distributed across multiple sites without data move-
ment. Choudhury et al. [7] proposed a grammatical method, different from dif-
ferential privacy, that can support privacy-preserving at the defense level while
maximizing the effectiveness of the model. Zhang et al. [31] proposed a system
solution called BatchCrypt for the cross-silo federated learning system, which
can ensure update of the local gradient is concealed when is aggregated. Zhang
et al. [32] designed Cerberus by combining blockchain technology provided dis-
tributed data storage and TEE for state maintenance, data storage and off-chain
computing in a computing scenario outsourced to edge nodes.

Moreover, Lazouski et al. [15] designed U-XACML to express UCON, im-
plementing a prototype system for evaluation. Marra et al. [14] proposed a re-
alization of usage control in a smart home use case. Ma et al. [17] proposed
BlockBDM, a decentralized trust management scheme for IoT big data.

7 Conclusion

Utilizing blockchain or DLT to build a trust relationship between participants in
a data-sharing scenario to prevent user privacy leakage is one of the most popular
methods. Whereas the IoT device data contains sensitive or private information,
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combining two new computing models, cloud computing and IoT, can provide
users with efficient services with privacy-preserving. To address the problem that
applications service or data consumer violates articles such as “Right to erasure”
in GDPR and leads to user privacy disclosure, we propose DUCE, a trusted and
distributed enforcement architecture. In DUCE, blockchain is used to enforce
distributed usage control policy to make decisions by distributed PDPs and
PEPs, the policy is defined in XACML and translated into smart contracts for
automatic execution and evaluation. Utilizing a TEE to limit obligations and
conditions, we demonstrate the enforcement process of DUCE, and conducted
functional and performance evaluations by comparing our prototype with OAuth
2.0 system. However, DUCE integrates and relies on TEE, thus the protection of
user data depends on the security strength of cryptography and TEE. In future
work, we devote to research more secure and trusted enforcement models, and
figure out methods for encrypted data protection.
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